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Abstract. The relation between infrared-fixed point analysis and underlying fermion 
models of composite Higgs bosons is studied in a simple two-Higgs-doublet model and in 
a single-Higgs-doublet model with a singular interaction added. We examine how the 
infrared-fixed point analysis can be affected by a difference in fundamental interactions of 
constituents. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to build Higgs particles as composites of tR and (t,b)L, one must introduce a 

new strong binding force at a large scale A .1.2 Since electroweak and chiral symmetries 

are broken simultaneously by a tt condensate, both the top quark mass mt and the Higgs 

boson mass mH are related to the electroweak scale v = ({2Gp}-tn· = 246 GeV through A. 

The gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (N-J-L) model proves to be ideal for studying such a 

picture. However, the N-J-L model of composite Higgs bosons can be cast into an 

effective field theory, which is identical with the Standard Model in structure. The relation 

among mt. mH, and v can then. be studied by the renonnalization group (RG) method3.4 

beyond the chain approximation of the N-J-L model. The results are essentially the same 

as those obtained by the infrared-fixed point analysis of the Higgs sector.5,6,7 

Does this mean that the explicit model of the N-J-L type has little bearing on low energy 

physics ? My aim here is to examine how the RG analysis of effective field theory is 

related and unrelated to underlying models. I find that the simplest two-doublet N-J-L 

model predicts all quantitative results of the RG analysis except for two overall 

normalizations of couplings. The reason is that the Higgs sector of this model is realized 

at an infrared-fixed point of a set of RG equations which is a good approximation to the 

complete RG equations. This exercise seems to support a unique relationship between the 

infrared-fixed point analysis of RG and the N-J-L model in general. When I add singular 

interactions of higher dimension, however, the N-J-L model leads to couplings and masses 

quite different from those of the minimal N-J-L model though the RG equations for 

effective field theory remain the same. What is going on ? I try to analysis this problem .. 

2. TWO-DOUBLET MODEL 

For simplicity, I consider only the third generation quarks, t and b. The relevant four

fermion interaction for the N-J-L model is as follows: 

Lint = Gt(QLtR)(tRQL) + Gb(CkbR)(bRQL) + Gtb[(QLtR)(hRcQLc) + H.c.] . (2.1) 

To be published in PY'oceedings of 1 99() International il'oY'kshop on StY'ong 
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The couplings Gt , ~. and Gtb are of order 1/A2 and fine-tuned such that the two 

eigenchannels of (iiQr.) and (bRC(d. C) both produce light bound states of spin-zero. 

The two composite Higgs doublets formed by the interaction Eq.(2.1) are denoted by cllt 

and c112. They interact with themselves through the diagrams depicted in Fig.l. It is 

convenient to introduce ~ and c~~t,, the linear combinations of cll1 and c112 that couple only 

with tR and with hR. respectively. Then the effective interaction Hamiltonian involving the 

Higgs doublets takes the fonn in leading logarithm 

H =Vq+ VH, 

V q = f (~q1R~1 + f (~CJ2R~1 +H. C., 

VH = J.112cll1 tc111+.J.122cllltcll2 + (A/2)(1cj)ttclltl2 + 21~c:tcllbl2 + l,bt~l2), 
where 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
(2.4) 

~ = cll1 cos 9 - c112 sin 9 , cllb = cj)1 sin 9 + c112 cos 9 , (2.5) 

~q1R:: ~tR COS 9+ ~cbRc: sin 9, ~q2R::- Qr.tR sin 9 + ~c:bRc: COS 9, (2.6) 

tan 29 = 2Gtt:/(Gt- Gb). We choose 1.122- 1.112> 0. 

Fig. I. Diagrams contributing to the c~~4 couplings. 

Since ~ctcllb = cllt- cllb0
- ~o %-, VH may be written as 

VH = 1.11 2,1 tc111 + 1.122cllltclll 

+ (A/2)[1~ t~l2+ 2(~t~(%tcj)b)- 21~tcllbl2 + lcllbtcllbl2]. 

Explicit evaluation of diagrams in Fig.l gives us in leading logarithm 

f2 = )J2 = 167t2/[Nc: ln(A2/mq2)]. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Note that the magnitude of the Yukawa coupling fis comn1on to 411 and 4>2, and therefore to 

~ and <lib· Since 1.. > 0, < ell> does not run away to infinity and the tenn A1411c:t cj))Jl2 allows 

two vacuum expectation values (VEVs), if at all, to align for electric charge conservation. 
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Finding mass eigenvalues of physical Higgs modes from VHis straightforward. The 

same results can be obtained, if we wish, by solving the qq bound state problem in the 

chain approximation with the gap equation as a constraint The physical modes are denoted 

by H(O+), a(O+), x(o-), and,+. The condition mx2 > 0 imposes a stringent constraint on 

the rotation angle e defined in Eq.(2.5). Only a small region 0 < e < mtJm, is allowed. 

Within this region, the mass relations8 

mx2 = mol. mH2 = 4m,2, ~2 =mol + 2m,2 (2.9) 

hold in the approximation IIlb « IDt. Here we call the o+ state made mainly of tf the H 

boson. When e < <mbl'm1?, the both eigenchannels develop VEVs. However, in this case 

IDa and mx are of O(mb). so the negative experimental evidence for the decay Z -+ ax at 

LEL9 excludes the possibility of two VEVs if x couples to charged leptons, too. 

When gauge couplings and higher orders of Higgs couplings are taken into account, the 

N-J-L model is no longer analytically solvable. RG analys!s has been proposed to go 

beyond the approximation of the N-J-L model. In RG analysis the entire content of theN

J-L model is thrown into the condition that the Yukawa couplings of composite Higgs 

bosons blow up at the scale A. Only the one-l<><?P RG analysis has so far been worked out 

by choosing the Yukawa couplings at A to be some large number rather arbitrarily.J.4.IO 

Running down to the electroweak scale, one finds the renormalized values of couplings 

from which the masses of the Higgs bosons and the t-quark are computed. Since the 

values of couplings at A are such that their low-energy values are insensitive to the choice, 

the resulting Higgs sector at low energies is bound to be near an infrared-fixed point. 

With the interaction Hamiltonian 

Hir1t = Vq + VH, (2.10) 

V q = f,(~tR)~ + fb(QLc:bRc:>% + H.c., (2.11) 

VH = llt2,,t,, + llb2'bt,b + lltb2(,,t,b + H.c.) + (At/2)1,,t,,l2 + (A2f2)1~bt~bl2 

+ AJ(~,t~,)(~bt~b) + ~,,,t~bl2 + (As/2)[(~,t'b)2 + H.c.], (2.12) 

a one-loop RG computation was performed by Luty.10 I quote relevant results of his: 

(i) The a and x states are degenerate within a few percent accuracy and mH is nearly 

independent of e. Futhermore, Il'lcl>2 - mal is positive and approximately constant; 

[m~2- Illo2]fmH2 = 1. 

(ii) The couplings obey f, = fb and At = A2 = AJ both within a few percent accuracy. In 
addition, As = 0 and A.$=- 1.5 At hold approximately. 

The mass relations are in good agreement with the N-J-L model predictions (Eq.(2.9)) 

except that [Il'lcl>2- Illo2]fmH2 = 1!2 in the N-J-L model. The coupling relations also 

resemble closely the N-J-L model predictions; in fact, the N-J-L model predicts all of them 
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except for A4, for which A4 =-At is obtained. Of course, the N-J-L model, not including 

gluon corrections and higher-order Higgs self-coupling effects, cannot reproduce the 

overall normalizations off and A. That is where the numerical analysis of RG plays a 

distinct role. Since the channel coupling between TRQ. and hRCQ.c is insignificant, the 

values of IIlt and mH resulting from the RG analysis are virtually identical with those of the 

minimal single-doublet model. 
m41 m0 

400 

- ~ =:; 300 
t:l 

~ ....., 
Ill 200 
Ill 
CIS mt E 

100 

0.01 
6(rad) 

0.02 
6(rad) 

Fig.2. Masses of physical Higgs modes against the rotation angle 9 
in (a) the N-J-L model and (b) the one-loop RG analysis.IO 
p = mt/Int. A = 1015 Ge V is chosen. 

The one-loop RG analysis of the two-doublet model shows that the couplings are attracted 

towards ft = fb, AI = A2 = AJ =- A4, and AS= O.to.n The relations ft = fb, At= A2 = AJ, 

and A.s = 0 are constraints at an infrared-fixed point in the approximation that ignores the 

electroweak couplings, but the relation A.$ =-At is not; 

l&t2 d[ln(ftlfb)]/d In J.1 -+ (Nc + 1) fb2[(ftlfb)2 - 1] (ft-+ fb). etc, 

161t2 d[ln(A.JAt)]/d In J.1 -+- 2A.t[(A.JAt)2 + 2] + 4Nc(ft4/A4)[(A.JAt) + 1], 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

near ft = fb, At= A2 = AJ, and A.s = 0. Nevertheless )..VA I converges to the value (= -1) 

predicted by the N-J-L model apparently because the leading liNe term dominates in 

Eq.(2.14). In fact, if we solve the one-loop RG equations in the approximation keeping 

only leading Nc terms and ignoring all gauge loops, we would obtain ft = fbt A.t = A.2 = A.3 

=-A.$, and A.s = 0 as infrared-fixed values of the approximated RG equations. In this limit 

the RG equations for the ratio A.tfft2 has an infrared-fixed point at 2Ncf(Nc- 2) -+ 2 (as 

Nc-+ -). Since mH21m? = 2Atlft2, the celebrated relation m8
2 = 4mt2 of the N-J-L 

modeil-2 is nothing other than a constraint at an infrared-fixed point of RG. It is amusing 

to notice that in the N-J-L model the relations among the Higgs self-couplings A.j are the 

consequence of the two facts; (i) the dimensionless couplings of composite Higgs bosons 

are independent of the magnitude of the four-fermion couplings and (ii) the only diagram 

'<: 
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inducing the ~-~ mixing in the ' 4 coupling is the box diagram exchanging tR and hR, as 
depicted in Fig. I. Does the N-J-L model somehow know all about vacuum stability, 

vacuum alignment, and an infrared-fixed point ? 

If the N-J-L type models always lead to an infrared-fiXed point, RG analysis would 

replace the models and its numerical predictions would be universally valid, irrespective of 

details of fundamental interactions. However, the other side of the coin is that there would 

be no clue at low energies to distinguish among different models built at a large scale A; not 

to mention binding mechanism of composite Higgs bosons, we are not so sure even about 

whether Higgs bosons are composite or not We will study below within the general 

scheme of the N-J-L model how low energy parameters can be affected when fundamental 

interactions at A are modified. 

3. THE N-J-L MODEL WITH MORE SINGULAR INTERACTIONS 

To show how the N-J-L model predictions depend on the form of interactions, I add a 

new interaction of dimension eight and ten to the minimal four-fermion interaction of 

Eq.(2.1).12 Since my interest is in studying the relationship between the N-J-L type 

models and the RG approach, I consider the single-doublet model with mt/Illt -+ 0 for 

simplicity. My new interaction Lagrangian is 

l..mt = JtJ with J = (g/A)(QLtR) + (h/A3)(o~Qo~tR). (3.1) 

This particular choice is motivated solely by solvability of the model. The gap equation is 

1 = (NJ8Jt2A2) g2J A
2 
x[l- (hx/gA2)]2/[x + I:(x)2] dx, (3.2) 

0 

the relation between the VEV and the t-quark mass becomes 
A2 

1/f,2 = (v/mJ2f2= (NJ161t2) J [l-2(hxJgA2)][1-(hx/gA2)]/[x + I:(x)2] dx, (3.3) 
0 . 

and the physical Higgs mass is given by 

mH2 = 4rn,2J[l-(hx/gA2)]4f[x+I:(x)2]dx/J[l-2(hx/gA2)][1-(hx/gA2)]/[x+I:(x)2]dx, (3.4) 

where I:(x) = mt[l- (hx/gA2)]. For h = 0 and g2JA2 = G, these relations reduce to the 

corresponding ones of the minimal N-J-L model. In terms of a parameter ; = h/g, 

Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4) are expressed as 

(v/mJ2 = (NJ8Jt2)[ln(A2/m,2)- 1 - 3; + ;2], 

mH2 = 4m?([ln(A2fmt2) -1- 4;+ 3;2-4;3/3+ ;4J4]f[ln~A2Jm?) -1-3; + ;2]}. 

(3.3') 

(3.4') 

By suitable choice of values for; and A, I can change the predictions of the minimal N-J-L 

model considerably; for instance, with;= -10 and A= 4 x 1010 GeV, I find mt = 100 GeV 

and mH = 1 TeV, and with;=- 6 and A= 1000 TeV, I obtain Il1t = 150 GeV and mH = 1 
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- Te V. The lesson I learn from this example is that we can upset radically the tight relations 

among mt. mH. and A of the minimal model. 

What does this mean to the RG analysis of an effective renonnalizable field theory ? 

The RG equations involve only dimensionless couplings because only those couplings run 

logarithmically with energy. Couplings of higher dimension are irrelevant to the RG 

equations below A, more precisely below In A. As far as the evolution below A is 

concerned, the only impact of the added interactions of higher dimension is to change the 

initial values of running couplings at A. In order to see this point more clearly, we examine 

the running Yukawa coupling f,{Jl). In the approximation of no gauge loops and no higher

order Higgs self-couplings, Eq.(3.3) gives us the running Yukawa coupling, 

1 
A2 . 

l/f,(J1)2 = (NJ16Jt2) ~2 [1-2(hxfgA2)][1-(hx!gA2)]/[x + I(x~] dx. (3.5) 

Differentiating Eq,(3.5) with respect to In ~ we fmd the RG equation for f,(~); 

(3.6) 

This is identtcal with the RG equation for f,(~) of the Standard Model (with Nc-+ oo) in the 

same approximation and its general solution is given by l!f,(~)2 = (NJ161t2)[1n(A2f~2) + C] 

(cf. Eq.(2.8)) if one ignores Q(J12JA2). The added coupling h/A3 contributes only to terms 

of 0(~2JA2) in Eq.(3.6). However, dependence of f,(~)2 near~= A is quite different 

whether the coupling h/A3 is added or not, since the integrand in Eq.(3.5) has a steep 

dependence on x through hx/gA2. The terms involving hx/gA2 in Eq.(3.5) contribute only 

in the immediate (in the logarithmic scale) neighborhood of the upper limit of the integral 

and have no effect on df,(~)/dln ~ below it. When ~ < 0, the scale A looks superficially 

larger than its actual value or the initial value f,(A)2 must be adjusted to a smaller value (see 

Fig.3). 

R.n lJ 

' ' ' ' 

in v in A 

in lJ 

(b) 

' ' ' 

Fig.3. Schematic plot of f,(J.L)2 against In ll for (a) the minimal model and 
for (b) the model with the additonal singular interaction with ~ < 0. 

With the new interaction added, a large portion of f,(J1)2 arises from the singular 

interaction at the scale A which does not run logarithmically below A. If the running 
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distance In (A/JJ.) were infinite, the low-energy coupling would be dominated by the 

logarithmic running. Specifically in Fig.3b, the height of the vertical line at In A would be 

negligible as compared with the logarithmically running portion below In A. However, in 

the electroweak theory the running distance ln(A/v) is finite and can be fairly short for a low 

cutoff A. In such a case the low energy parameters can be far from their infrared values. 

An important assumption in the one-loop RG analysis3,4,tO is that physics is completely 

dominated by the logarithmically running effect and everything is determined by this 

portion. Assumptions or rules for the choice of initial values of running couplings at A in 

the RG analysis contain all the informations concerning the underlying dynamics. By 

restricting the ranges of the value of A and of the initial values of couplings at A, one is 

ruling out many classes of underlying dynamics. When the QCD coupling and higher

order Higgs self-couplings are included with Nc ~-.we can study the RG equation for 

Kl(ll) = (g22/81t2)[ml(IJ.)/mwij.t)]2 that Kubo et al.6 and Marciano4 discussed extensively. It 

leads us to the same conclusion as our approximated RG equation. 

4. SUMMARY 

Many different fundamental models at a scale A are represented by the same set of RG 

equations. In RG method, choice qf A and values of couplings at A is all that one can 

adjust If I am willing to close my eyes to some kind of naturalness, I can alter an outcome 

of RG analysis almost freely. Then I wonder how large error bars one should attach to the 

predictions of the one-loop RG analysis if one makes a claim to them as the general 

predictions of the "top-mode Higgs model". 
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